This paper proposes and evaluates Sharing/Timing Adaptive Push (STAP), a dynamic scheme for preemptively sending data from producers to consumers to minimize criticalpath communication latency. STAP uses small hardware buffers to dynamically detect sharing patterns and timing requirements. The scheme applies to both intra-node and inter-socket directory-based shared memory networks.
INTRODUCTION
Cache-coherent shared-memory systems range from rapidly-scaling chip multiprocessors (CMP or multicore) to multi-socket nodes that form components of HPC clusters. The scalability and performance of such systems are strongly dependent on the underlying cache coherence implementation. However, conventional write-invalidate implementations are often limited by their reliance on consumerinitiated request-response data transfers on a coherence miss [19, 27] . In contrast, having producers send data to predicted consumer nodes in a timely manner before the actual demand requests (referred to as push or post-store) can greatly reduce the latency of cache-coherent data transfers. However, the producer-initiated communication paradigm
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• What: which cache blocks to initiate push on • Who: push destination nodes • When: timeliness of the push data-movement • How : coherence state of the pushed block Although prior research has demonstrated benefits of using push to improve coherence performance, they focus on addressing a subset of the above questions for specific sharing patterns (details in Section 2) [1, 34, 35, 21, 14, 16, 36, 15] .
In this paper we present a comprehensive hardware solution that answers all the above questions for all commonly seen sharing patterns. Piecemeal approaches targeting isolated aspects of the problem can provide insights into types of feasible solutions, but do not lead to a satisfactory comprehensive solution when stiched together.
This paper makes the following contributions:
• Presents a holistic approach towards estimating all the key parameters for timely and accurate push • Provides an adaptive mechanism to dynamically adjust the prediction of push destinations with changing sharing patterns • Presents an effective timing analysis that can be used by the protocol to determine when and how the push requests should be initiated • Outperforms static timing + sharer predictors (each alone representing strategies of previous work)
To the best of our knowledge, the proposed Sharing/Timing Adaptive Push (STAP) framework is the first to both classify and optimize automatically for different communication sharing patterns using push communication for shared-memory platforms. STAP is implemented as an optimization applied to the write-invalidate MOESI protocol, rather than replacing the base coherence protocol with a write-update protocol.
We evaluate STAP on a gem5-based full-system simulation platform that models the Alpha ISA [9] . For 16 core CC-NUMA systems, STAP improves the performance of all the SPLASH-2 and PARSEC applications with read-write sharing, with an average of 9% improvement in total execution time over a prefetch-enabled MOESI baseline. To explore the improvement beyond previous push proposals that do not capture dynamic behavior as thoroughly as STAP, we also evaluate STAP against the current state of the art design, against various set of stable predictors, as well as STAP with only stable sharing prediction. In each case we find that dynamic timing and dynamic sharing detection combine to enable STAP to achieve additional performance beyond the strategies supported by previous work.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
This section presents an overview of the relevant background and discusses some of the limitations on which our design aims to improve. Previous work falls into four categories: timely data prefetching, hybrid cache coherence protocols, producer-initiated primitives, and data-sharing set predictions.
Hybrid write-invalidate/update protocols. Writeupdate protocols are effective at reducing memory request latencies for applications where multiple readers receive data from a single writer, but also have much higher network traffic than write-invalidate protocols when a block is rewritten by the same writer before being read by another sharer. However, hybrid write-update & write-invalidate protocols have been shown to outperform strictly write-invalidate protocols for a variety of applications and data sharing patterns [19] . Unlike true update protocols, the competitive update protocol counts the number of times that a block has been updated without being used and then self-invalidates the block [25, 26] (so as to lose interest in future updates) once a competitive threshold has been reached to reduce the need for unnecessary updates.
Software-Initiated Push. Abdel-Shafi et al. provide a Write-Store instruction to initiate a push for specific data accesses [1] . Their work provides static and programmatic initiation of pushes without any automatic hardware detection of candidate blocks. This work thus places the burden of deciding pushes on the programmer and/or compiler. Further, the work does not discuss the timing requirements of the speculative push. Koufaty et al. compare the effective of software-initiated push vs. software prefetching in hiding communication-induced misses [24] .
Destination-Set prediction. Martin et al. implement a destination set prediction scheme to predict processors involved in stable sharing patterns for multicast snooping coherence protocols [28] . They implement four static predictor policies: owner predictor, group predictor, broadcastif-shared, and hybrid owner/group, ranging from least aggressive to most aggressive prediction model. Our work not only predicts destination sets, but also provides a runtimeadaptable prediction scheme that is better suited for handling less stable sharing (e.g. dynamically changing communication patterns such as Producer/Consumer → Migratory). We also track multiple different sharing patterns between different addresses/cores within the same prediction policy, thus obviating the need for different static policies for different workloads.
Hossain et al. develop a coherence protocol (ARMCO) that optimizes miss-forwarding for several sharing patterns including Producer/Consumer, Migratory, and multiple readers/writers by storing predicted block-owners in a separate L1-prediction table [20] . Their goal is to directly access the owner of the data instead of communicating via the directory. However, ARMCO relies on direct access between neighboring on-chip L1-caches and performs in-place reads & writes. Neither mechanism scales to multi-socket (CC-NUMA), as an L1-cache on socket-A would not be able to very quickly access an L1-cache on socket-B. Secondly, in the case of writes, ARMCO implements in-place writes for multiple-writer blocks, a feature that again relies on fast access to remote caches. This works based on the assumption that each writer performs a single write, so as to avoid pingpong coherence overhead. For cases where multiple writers perform multiple writes, they fall back on the default protocol. For a majority of Migratory patterns, each writer performs multiple writes, thereby limiting the opportunity for which their in-place write mechanism would be applicable.
Timely prefetching. Prefetching is ideally timed when the prefetch request is issued neither so early that the data is replaced or invalidated before the demand request or so late that the data does not arrive on time for the demand request. Mowry et al. proposed a selective prefetching algorithm to calculate the number of iterations to prefetch ahead considering static memory latency estimates and loop body length [29] . However, we dynamically adjust the estimation of push-initiation time based on varying run-time conditions. Other prefetcher studies attempt to improve prefetch accuracy by introducing the notion of relative time [39, 32, 31] . However, they either refer to time in the context of miss-address correlation, or categorize prefetches into coarse-grain time-interval length: short, medium, long. Furthermore, their evaluation is limited to 1-4 cores, which limits the impact of larger-scale coherence-sharing effects and non-uniform memory access times.
Other related works. Besides the works mentioned above, many previous sharing detection schemes individually only target a subset of the sharing patterns detected by STAP, such as migratory [14, 19] , producer-consumer [11, 23] , or false-sharing [36, 15] . The effectiveness of softwareinitiated schemes rely exclusively on programmer instrumentation to annotate data for pushing, increasing programmer effort [1, 21, 17] . Others evaluate their schemes using shared-bus architectures and thus scale less efficiently than modern point-to-point interconnects [15, 16] . Some cache management/data-replication proposals improve data movement without specifically targeting data sharing patterns [22, 2, 30, 38, 10, 5, 12, 13, 30, 3] . However, they are typically limited to either replicating read-only data or else suffering from increased coherence penalties and cache pollution if they speculatively replicate data that is being produced (and for which replicas must be invalidated).
Distinction from previous work. Although there have been various categories of related work described above, each work has limitations that prevent it from acting as a generalized strategy, because they address only a subset of the Who, What, When, and How questions, thus limiting the opportunity scope which they can capture. Our work seeks to address these limitations by addressing all the key questions through a low-overhead, unified scheme.
DESIGN OVERVIEW
In this section, we introduce STAP, a producer-initiated communication protocol to reduce latency in sharedmemory systems. STAP incorporates push into a baseline invalidation-based protocol, deciding the who, what, when, and how of sending data speculatively when appropriate. Unlike previous push schemes, STAP answers each of these questions dynamically, detecting the sharing pattern, the nodes involved, and the time at which the consumer will desire the data. Unlike update protocols, STAP avoids unnecessary pushes when cores are no longer interested in data and chooses the timing of pushes so as to avoid the likelihood of a premature push leading to a later replacement. The remainder of this section presents the architecture of STAP-based systems, the communication patterns detected, and the components of the STAP system.
Motivation
In this subsection, we discuss the significance of being able to address the key questions dynamically for accurate push requests.
Sharing Patterns. Schemes that target only datamigratory or only producer-consumer would only be applicable to a subset of workloads and only while that specific type of sharing exists, even if other read-write sharing exists in a different program phase. Work performed by BarrowWilliams illustrate the different sharing patterns that exist across the different workloads [4] . We discuss in the following section how our design is better able to detect different sharing patterns than compared to previous works.
Coherence State. Previous work has focused primarily on issuing the speculative push requests in Shared state. However, it is possible that the predicted destination still incur a cache miss by virtue of not having the correct permissions. For example, if a block is pushed in Shared state, and the core issues a store, then a write miss will occur, and the coherence protocol will still have to issue the necessary invalidations. This situation will minimize or possibly even eliminate any potential performance benefit that could have otherwise been achieved. Subsection 4.5 discusses how our design determines in what state the request should be issued.
Timing. Previous work propose implementing speculative push requests using eager timing (issue push as soon as sharing has been detected). However, as is the case with prefetching, early speculative requests can negatively impact performance: cache pollution and increased network traffic, caused by unnecessary, and potentially redundant data transfers. Subsection 4.4 illustrates how our design is able to issue speculative requests in a more timely fashion. Figure  1 illustrates the mean time between the production (by the producer) and request (by the consumer) for a newly created value. The X-axis denotes the benchmark name, while the Y-axis represents time in cycles. The large difference in mean times between the different benchmarks illustrates that a static timing offset uniformly applied across all benchmarks is suboptimal. Furthermore, the use of eager timing is much more likely to produce useless pushes for benchmarks that exhibit large delays between production & consumption times given the pushed block will be prematurely evicted from the consumer cache.
Sharing Patterns
In order to facilitate low-latency fine-grain communication, we first attempt to recognize an application's sharing pattern. STAP recognizes and predicts the following access patterns: 1) Producer-Consumer involves a single producer, and one or more consumer nodes. 2) Broadcast is a special case of producer-consumer in which all nodes (beside the producer) consume the data. 3) Migratory has data elements repeatedly read and quickly modified by n different cores (most commonly n = 2 [6] ). Exclusive ownership migrates among these n cores, requiring repeated coherence invalidations and acknowledgements to transfer exclusivity. In invalidation-based protocols, this type of sharing requires two separate requests during migration: a read-shared request followed by an exclusive request for write permission. However, once the pattern has been recognized, the write request can be speculated, coalescing the two requests into one and removing invalidations from the critical path [34] . 4) Multiple Read/Write arises whenever multiple nodes could be the writer or reader of a data section. This type of sharing pattern is in part an extension of migratory sharing where the object moves between different nodes. False sharing caused by the alignment of data structures can also cause this behavior. In typical invalidation-based protocols, the cache line bounces between caches, requiring a trip to the directory each time.
STAP does not attempt to handle cases of Migratory for N > 2 cores, to avoid performance penalties from mispredicting highly-dynamic communication. However, as we will later discuss, STAP is accurate and responsive in tracking the common sharing patterns since it can quickly remove nodes from the predicted destinations as soon as they become inactive.
Required Components
In order to predict the data location and type of access pattern, STAP uses the following components: Saturatingcounters, Victim-history table, and Stability-set table.
Saturating-counters: To determine which cache blocks are shared, L1-data cache lines are augmented with a 3-bit saturating repeat-counter Figure 2b ). The repeat-counter can only start incrementing when a remote access occurs to a data block that has been locally written, or the cache requests data produced remotely.
Once the counter has started to increment, a sharing pattern is confirmed only when it has saturated. In turn, the tag becomes a candidate for tracking and is sent to the directory through a push track request. The access-history tags are also useful for tracking read-write sharing status of blocks across L1 replacements. During replacement, the address and access-history tag are moved to the Victim-history table.
Victim-history table: Each node has a local history table to record the current access-history state of the victim cache block during replacements to avoid losing access information for blocks that have read-write history but have not yet been marked as push candidates (Figure 2a ). To reduce overhead, the same tag does not exist in both the L1 cache and history table simultaneously. During allocation of a new cache line, the table is checked to see if an entry for the new tag is valid, indicating that the tag's access history should be copied from the table to the cache line, and subsequently removed from the table. Extending the cache-line by 3 bits does not increase the L1 critical path latency. Moreover, transferring a line from the victim-history table to the L1-cache only occurs during a miss, thus not increasing the critical-path access time of cache hits.
Tag Counter
(a) Victim-History Table   Cache Stability-set table: The Stability-set table is used to track active push-candidates on a per-block granularity (Figure 3 ). This structure tracks the nodes whose confidence factor remains above the sharing pattern stability-set threshold (listed in Table 4 , and subsequently decides whether to issue push requests (terms defined in subsection 4.2). Once the directory receives a push track for a block, it begins to record the stability sets for the block. Each entry consists of 2 × P -bits to indicate which cores are currently part of the stability set. STAP tracks two stability sets: readers and writers. Each entry also contains a 3-bit sharing-type field, last-op bit, indicating whether the last operation performed was a load or store, and a valid bit. The sharing-type field records the type of sharing pattern predicted, which determines the stability-set threshold used in maintaining active nodes in the stability-set. The last-op bit helps determine whether the speculative request should be exclusive (producer given exclusive ownership and sharers invalidated) or shared (producer sends data to consumers) mode. If a directory tag is marked for invalidation, then the corresponding table entry is subsequently deleted as well.
The system predicts the sharing classification based on the number of readers and writers, their intersection, and the last operation type (load/store). We experimented with a range of table sizes and found that a 78kB table augmented to each directory cache provides reasonable performance. The system properly recognizes all of the sharing types discussed in Table 2 .
PROTOCOL AND IMPLEMENTATION
This section explains how STAP addresses the critical concerns for a push protocol: destination prediction (Who), cache tag prediction (What), push distance calculation (When) and lastly (How) the block should be pushed. Additionally, this section discusses the confidence factor of push, and how STAP deals with bandwidth constraints.
Preview
Before diving into the details of our design, we first preview the motivational factors around which we based our choices for design structures and parameter values. Our first goal is to filter very-low frequency sharing from our prediction set as optimizing for them will yield very little opportunity for improvement. Second, we want to filter inactive nodes from the destination sets in order to make it easier to predict sharing in the presence of multiple sharing patterns and unstable sharing. Third, push timeliness should be dynamic to adapt to different timing demands, while striking a balance between minimizing cache pollution and pushing too late. Dynamic timing minimizes the diadvantages of eager timing yet makes sure the push requests do not become useless (as a result of being issued after the demand request has been sent). Lastly, we consider the tradeoff between different pushes (shared vs. exclusive) given our level of confidence. The misprediction cost of an exclusive push is significantly higher than that of a shared push, and so we require a higher level of confidence before speculating an exclusive push. Figure 5 provides a high-level walkthrough illustration of STAP. As depicted, we rely on the normal coherence actions (e.g. State transition from O − > M or I − > S) for training and triggering the speculative requests. Each of the following subsections explains in greater detail how STAP handles each component of the push decisison.
Destination Prediction (WHO)
Effective push requires an accurate prediction of the expected consumers, but this is non-trivial for diverse, dynamic sharing patterns. We describe our destination prediction scheme by introducing the notions of confidence factor and stability-set threshold.
Barrow-Williams et al. define the stability factor for a consumer of a given block as the ratio of updates to that block that are used by this consumer compared to the total number of updates to that block [4] . A stability factor of 1 indicates that this node consumes all updates to an address, while a value of 0 indicates that this node never consumes updates of this address. We refer to this ratio of consumed / produced values as the confidence factor. This ratio is updated on the production of every new value. Utilizing this confidence factor to predict destinations provides greater resilience to minor changes in sharing accesses than simpler prediction schemes [33] , while providing sufficient flexibility for tuning the aggressiveness of push.
The Stability-set threshold is the minimum confidence factor value needed for a given node to be considered as an active push destination. Choosing an appropriate stability threshold is critical: too high reduces the possibility of issuing pushes if the sharing stability never exceeds an absolute threshold value even for true consumers, but too low may degrade performance through cache pollution and network congestion induced by unnecessary communication. Wide variations in sharing sets and communication frequency across different sharing patterns motivates the need to apply different Stability-set threshold values for different sharing patterns. Accordingly, STAP assigns each communication pattern a different static stability-set threshold value based on the tradeoffs between expected benefit and coherence penalty of each sharing pattern (discussed in greater detail in Section 4.6). By categorizing the required confidence factors into well defined thresholds, the complexity of implementing an accurate finegrain destination-set predictor is reduced to simple threshold comparisons. This provides for a low-cost, but much-more fine-tuned and accurate mechanism than more general previous work [28] . Figure 4 depicts a simple example of the defined stability set for a Producer/Consumer communication pattern.
For less stable sharing behavior, the confidence factor for any given node may not remain fixed. However, waiting for the sharing behavior to stabilize by using larger access history has negligible effect on destination set prediction accuracy. In fact, a larger history may result in mispredictions as it becomes slower to detect changes in sharing behavior.
To effectively exploit the benefits of push for different sharing patterns requires managing the cost/benefit opportunity. For instance, the misprediction penalty for Producer-Consumer sharing is different than that for Migratory. The prior requires sending a shared copy of the block to an expected consumer, whereas the latter requires sending an Exclusive copy. Sending an Exclusive copy requires that all current sharers be invalidated while sending a Shared copy does not. Therefore, the misprediction penalty for Migratory sharing includes not just the overhead of unnecessary invalidation messages, but the fact that the incorrectly invalidated sharers would then have to re-request the block. In contrast, mispredicting an expected consumer for Producer-Consumer sharing only requires an extra invalidation message.
The use of static thresholds helps define the cost/benefit opportunity. We require a higher threshold for Migratory sharing predictions in order to minimize the frequency of costly mispredictions; whereas a lower misprediction penalty provides greater flexibility in managing the cost-benefit tradeoff, thereby allowing it to target a larger set of readwrite blocks.
Cache Tag Prediction (WHAT)
In order to determine What cache blocks to push, we extend the L1D-cache line with a 3-bit counter, and an L1D Victim-History Table. Figure 2a-2b illustrates the L1-Cache modifications. Table 2 describes how by using the sequences of reads/writes for each cache block are used to classify the sharing patterns accordingly.
Write from core i followed by Read from all core j Broadcast
Write from core i followed by Read from core j Producer/Consumer R i W i | R j W j Read and write from core i followed by read and write from core j Migratory Table 2 : Summary of possible core accesses. Ri and Wi stand for read and write access from core i, where i = j
The motivation for selecting the L1-cache to pre-select prediction candidates instead of the directory is as follows. First, although the directory is responsible for forwarding remote accesses to the owner and is thus aware of global events, the directory is not aware of local events (e.g. cache hits, or replacements). Information of the local events is significant because, it enables STAP to make more timely decisions. Second, this decoupled design provides better scalability for instances where the directory cache is off-chip, as relying on an off-chip directory cache is likely to reduce the window of opportunity for pushes.
The only issue of relying on an L1-cache to detect sharing is the increased likelihood of cache replacements. However, this issue is addressed by augmenting the L1-cache with a victim-history table that serves as a temporary storage of a cache line's history access.
Our experiments have shown that the length of the history tags need not be more than a few bits, further reducing the storage overhead. Furthermore, to initially detect any communication sharing, it is enough to simply compare the number of remote reads instead of recording detailed history pattern information. Once certain tags have been marked for speculation, the directory cache then begins to record the sharing pattern for the cores involved.
A large history table with high associativity may hold old information, which increases the likelihood of mispredictions. Our experiments with different predictor table sizes found that a 2-way set-associative 8 kB history table works well.
Using a simple counter to preselect candidates for push, and then later deferring to the directory-level table for further calculation enables better scalability than previous designs. More specifically, previous designs rely on recording the sequence of accesses to determine the existence of readwrite sharing at the directory-level, which requires increasing the storage requirement for each line in the directory as opposed to maintaining a fixed table size [33] . A more accurate scheme would require storing a sequence stack with a higher depth, which further exacerbates the storage requirement.
Push Timing Prediction (WHEN )
Since the directory is aware of all active sharers of a block, it is the most logical structure for calculating push timing prediction. In predicting when to push, the directory uses the variables listed in Table 1 . The first step for timing calculation is to estimate the total time window within which a newly produced value can be pushed. We define this window as the Time to Send Interval (δ) and estimate it to be the difference between the time of first write (T F W ) and the time of first read (T F R) of the shared block (Equation 1). As Figure 5 illustrates, the L1-caches are responsible for updating the directory with TFR/TFW notifications of push-candidate blocks. Next, we subtract the data transfer latency from δ to estimate the time between the production of a new value and push initiation (PushWindow). Each directory uses a look-up table of static inter-node latencies (within or across sockets) to obtain a rough estimate of source to destination transfer latency. This static estimate is modulated at run-time using a dynamic κ factor. This factor, maintained on a per address basis, accounts for any additional current system latency caused by increased network congestion or other pending requests to the same cache block.
Thus, using the parameter definitions in Table 1 , Equation (2) gives us an approximate estimation of the PushWindow.
On receiving a new write notification, the directory initiates the push after waiting for a time period equal to the current PushWindow. If PushWindow ≤ 0, then the directory issues the push immediately. Figure 5 provides an illustration of the sequence of messages used by STAP versus the baseline MOESI.
Dynamic adjustment of κ. κ is adjusted depending on the timeliness of completed push requests. It is decremented if the push was deemed to have arrived too early (and was subsequently evicted before use) and incremented if the push arrived too late (because the consumer cache had already issued the demand request). The destination L1 notifies the directory about early and late pushes through push nacks.
Handling push failures. If the push request failed because it was issued too early, the directory applies an exponential backoff retry of up to a maximum of r times. r should be high enough to allow push opportunities despite early predictions but small enough to prevent excessive retries on failure. The dynamic adjustment of κ allows STAP to better adapt to varying run-time conditions in the network and memory subsystems, such as write bursts, network congestion, and different sharing frequencies.
Push State (HOW )
The final component of constructing a speculative push request requires deciding in what state the block should be pushed in Shared, or Exclusive. The significance of addressing this component is underlined by the fact that by even if the WHO, WHAT, WHEN questions are predicted correctly, the predicted destination can still incur a cache miss -illustrated by the example discussed in subsection 3.1. The state in which it is pushed is determined by 2 factors: the classification of the sharing pattern, and the last operation performed by a member of the stability set.
Push Mispredictions
As in any prediction-based scheme, a significant number of push mispredictions may degrade performance. Timing mispredictions can lead to cache pollution and bandwidth waste. In addition, push-candidate and coherence state mispredictions can lead to an increased number of network hops. These mispredictions costs can be severe in bandwidth constrainted systems.
Push is well-suited to limited bandwidth if the speculations are correct, since push can reduce the number of coherence messages. Our scheme dynamically adjusts the timing prediction and frequency of requests to minimize additional bandwidth pressure from mispredictions. Second, in the case of a misprediction the coherence protocol would only realize more hops than in the baseline case if the Push request was issued too early, and consequently invalidated before it was used. In addition, a partial misprediction in the destination set for a shared block should not affect the critical path latency. The protocol would only realize more hops on the critical path when mispredicting an exclusive push, as the incorrect destination will now need to be invalidated, and exclusive ownership transferred to the correct destination. We minimize such situations by attempting exclusive Push predictions only when the sharing pattern is observed to be between two nodes and had met the associated confidence requirement. For less stable read and write sets, our scheme may speculatively request the data be sent to more nodes than could be needed, thus causing a greater number of required invalidations compared to the baseline. However, the additional invalidations should not severely impact communication latency, as the extra invalidations would be overlapped.
Storage Overhead
Section 3.3 describes the additional storage required by STAP. An alternative to adding the additional L1 storage space would be to have the directory track the history access patterns of all valid tags before being able to predict. However, this would restrict scalability by increasing link utilization and bandwidth demand. Second, adding the history table to the L1-level instead of the L2 decreases the storage requirement given the large difference in sizes between the L1 and L2 caches. Each L1-cache requires a history table, and extra bits in the cache lines. In addition, the directory is augmented with a predictor (stability set) table.
In practice, both the 3-bits augmented to each cache line are negligible overhead. The only significant hardware cost for the L1-cache resides in the history table storage. The cost of the history table can be equated to doubling the size of the tag given that it holds as many entries as the L1-cache. Including the counter bits of the history table incurs an additional (18 tag + 3 counter bits) = 21 bits per L1-cache line cost. For our L1-cache configuration, we have 21 bits × 512 lines = 10752 bits ≈ 1.3125 KB of overhead per L1-cache. Therefore, for our baseline of 32 processors, we have 32 x 1.3125 ≈ 42 kB.
The stability-set table, consisting of 8192 entries, utilizes a static bit-vector to record which caches are in the stability sets. Each entry contains a three-bit sharing type field, last operation bit, valid bit, and an integer for the delta value. Hence, each entry requires ( (2 x log(P) x 8) + 2 + 8) + 3 bits. The per-directory storage is ( (2 x log(32)/log(2) x 8) + 8 + 8 + 5) = (80 + 8 + 8 + 5) = 101 bits. The per-table cost is ≈ ((101 / 8 bits-per-byte) x 8192 entries) = (12 x 8192) = 96kB. Accounting for both directory and L1-cache overhead, the storage overhead overhead for a system with 32 processors, private 32 kB L1s, 2 MB L2 caches shared by groups of 4 cores would be: (4 x 96 kB + 42 kB)/(8x2048kB) = 426 kB / (16384 kB) = 2.6 ≈ 3% of the on-chip cachehierarchy.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
We implement STAP as an extension to a multi-stream prefetching enabled MOESI coherence protocol supplied by the Ruby Memory Module in conjuction with the gem5 simulator [9] . Our baseline platform is a CC-NUMA sharedmemory system with multiple cache-coherent CMP nodes connected via a 2-D mesh network. We consider a quad-core multi-socket system with private L1 (both I and D) caches and a shared L2 caches among the cores on each chip. Table 3 illustrates the system configuration parameters used for our experiments; these parameters closely mirror recent works [20, 28] . The latency of a non-memory instruction is 1 cycle; the latency of memory instructions are fully modeled. Our target platform is a multi-socket system with quad-core chips (referred to as NUMA-4 in the text). The network models a detailed interconnection network with multiple pipeline stages, and finite buffering at the switches.
Specifically, we use the Garnet flexible pipeline model.
We evaluate STAP using 15 benchmarks from the Splash-2 [37] and PARSEC [7] suites, including all benchmarks that have non-negligible read-write sharing. We choose an appropriate input set size (mostly medium) that maintains a balance between manageable simulation times (1-5 days) and one that is appropriate for the system size being modeled. Benchmarks not shown, do not realize any noticable performance change, because they exhibit either read-only sharing (vips, ferret, x264), random sharing (canneal), or exhibit high spatial locality (water-spatial, fft). In the first case, issuing pushes is not needed, whereas in the second STAP is unable to make a confident prediction and so does not issue pushes. For benchmarks that exhibit high spatial locality, the number of communicating writes is minimized such that its impact on overall performance is marginalized. As a result, reducing it does not yields negligible improvement. Separately, we were unable to compile volrend due to issues with certain library dependencies. Table 4 indicates the minimum percentage threshold requirement for communicating nodes to remain in the read/write sets. The threshold values were chosen considering the cost of speculation and the stability factors noted in previous work [4] . Table 5 illustrates the major sharing patterns for each of the benchmarks. 
Impact on Correctness
STAP is implemented as an optimization applied to the write-invalidate protocol, rather than replacing the base coherence protocol with a write-update protocol. Therefore, reads and writes are handled via the normal invalidation protocol policy, and our optimizations are applied to cache lines after being identiified as having read-write sharing. Because STAP is a producer-initiated speculative push, which is analogous to consumer-initiated prefetch, it does not impact correctness. We use the built-in ruby network tester to generate synthetic coherence traffic along with randomized push requests to stress the protocol design to ensure deadlocks nor livelocks occur.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section we illustrate the performance evaluation of STAP. Specifically, we evaluate STAP over the prefetchenabled MOESI protocol. Furthermore, we compare STAP against several prior arts and show its improvement over the state of the art. Specifically, we evaluate STAP on 3 fronts: 1) the dynamic timing component, 2) dynamic sharing, and 3) ability to handle multiple sharing patterns. Subsection 6.3 compares against the current state of the art, Cheng et al. proposal, which represents eager timing for only producer-consumer sharing [11] . Subsection 6.4 illustrates the performance of STAP against a set of different predictors that only optimize for certain variables. Subsection 6.5 evaluates our dynamic sharing component versus static sharing, and how using a dynamic analysis provides for more correct sharing classification in the presence of multiple readers/writers. Figures 6a and 6b show the percentage improvement in execution time brought about by STAP for the 16-core and 32-core NUMA-4 layout experiments. For all measurements we use simulated ticks as the metric for execution time and run all the benchmarks to completion.
Effectiveness of STAP
All results are normalized against a prefetch-enabled MOESI based directory protocol. Given that prefetching is an effective latency-tolerant mechanism and is likely to be enabled in modern systems, it is important that any additional speculative mechanisms work together. We use an adaptive multi-stream prefetcher that initializes three distinct miss streams:
• positive unit-stride • negative unit-stride and • non-uniform stride in order of decreasing priority On a miss, it chooses to prefetch the next stride address from the highest priority stream. This type of adaptive prefetching was chosen as it illustrates a smarter (yet not overly complex) method that can be viewed as a natural extension to the widely-used unit-stride prefetching schemes. The Xaxis gives the benchmark name, and the Y-axis illustrates the performance speedup (higher is better). Across all configurations, STAP realizes performance speedup between 1% and 24% above the baseline.
Cholesky, a sparse matrix multiplication application, employs a working-set optimization based on the specified L1-cache capacity, allowing it to control the frequency of communication required. This allows STAP to more accurately Table 5 : Benchmark Sharing Patterns predict timing and issue requests. We simulate both versions of LU and Ocean: contiguous and non-contiguous. Ocean-contiguous demonstrates producer-consumer communication sharing between processors that own adjacent grid blocks. The non-contiguous version ensures that the data blocks are not laid out in a contiguous fashion, thus enforcing additional communication. The resulting trade-off is that the contiguous version realizes a lower shared-write ratio (3-5x) for a higher miss rate [6] . Barnes exhibits significant performance improvement primarily because it spends a large fraction of time in synchronization. Therefore, effective push allows it to minimize its synchronization window. Dedup exhibits consistent thread-group communication sharing, providing ample opportunity for performance gains. Specifically, Dedup utilizes a pipeline model such that most read-write communication corresponds to the sharing between pipeline stages. This is one situation in which sending data to most members of a read stability-set is less likely to incur high invalidation cost associated with invalidating incorrect destinations. Swaptions exhibits a high-degree of migratory sharing in which a majority of its address space is used by more than two cores. STAP performs well in this case primarily because 1) it predicts a push in exclusive state, avoiding future invalidation costs from pushing in shared state, and 2) it attempts to make a more accurate prediction of the next writer by selecting the node with the highest confidence that has not written recently. Bodytrack exhibits almost no communication for roughly two-thirds of its parallel section, followed by a period of bursty communication. This short period of bursty communication constrains STAP's ability to achieve significant speedup.
Interaction with Prefetching
In this subsection we discuss how STAP interacts with prefetching, and what is done to identify and subsequently minimize any negative interactions.
Although both push & prefetch are latency-tolerant mechanims that strive to bring the data into the cache prior to demand use, they differ in four fundamental aspects. First, the prefetching engine is driven by localized behavior, namely cache misses unique to a specific cache; whereas STAP's speculation is based on global behavior (accesses between different caches). Hence, the detection opportunity by a prefetcher is much more limited than that of STAP. Second, prefetches are typically trained & triggered only on cache misses, in an effort to prevent the subsequent memory access from also missing, whereas pushes are trained by both cache hits/misses in order to detect which caches are producers and consumers. Third, prefeching is applicable to both private & shared data, whereas push is applicable to only shared data.
Fourth and most importantly, the nature of the accesses between these two types of schemes are different. Prefetching is effective for uniformed memory accesses whose patterns are more easily detectable within the scope of small storage buffers. On the other hand, read-write accesses between different caches exhibit more fine-grain, and less regular access patterns. Although these four aspects illustrate why push-based mechanisms such as STAP can complement prefetching, additional care needs to be taken to reduce possible (although indirect) negative interaction. Specifically, the possible negative interactions are: 1) increased cacheset pressure and 2) additional bandwidth constraints (in the The increased cache pressure can be caused when prefetches and pushes target different blocks that map to the same set, causing demand blocks 1) to be evicted prematurely and 2) forcing the stability-set table to recalculate δ as a result of the conflict misses. Specifically, the interference of prefetching can interfere with the replacement of pushed blocks, causing the L1-caches to successively reacquire the push block. Transiting from I → S states requires the L1-cache to issue a TFR message to the directory. As a result, the stability-set table recalculates δ, affecting the accuracy of the timeliness.
Mispredicted speculations (both prefetch & push) can also increase bandwidth pressure. For example, speculating that the cache requires exclusive permission of the block causes existing sharers to be invalidated, possibly prematurely. The sharers would then re-request the block, requiring additional coherence messages to be flowing through the network subsystem, than would not have otherwise been required. In such cases, we take care to minimize these possible negative interactions in the following ways. First, we limit the number of retry attempts permitted by STAP. Second, relying on the premise that because STAP maintains a globalized view of the sharing compared to the localized prefetcher, we train down the prefetcher's streams on blocks that have been pushed. Table 6 : 32-Core Prefetch+STAP Analysis Table 6 depicts the performance impact of STAP with and without prefetching enabled over the baseline MOESI for 32-Core Simulation. We see that only enabling prefetching provides some speedup over the baseline except for the noncontiguous benchmarks, or swaptions which exhibits mostly Migratory sharing. Prefetching has difficulty predicting the miss streams due to the non-contiguous nature of the memory accesses, and thus has little impact on performance. For the other benchmarks, we see that the combination of prefetching & STAP mostly provides additive benefit.
Comparison with Adaptive ProducerConsumer Coherence Protocol
In this section we compare STAP against the most recent work by Cheng et al. [11] . As mentioned in Section 2, many related proposals offer piecemeal or outdated solutions that either target a small subset of applications, require specific hardware features or address only one of the four (Who, What, Where, How ) questions. We isolate the work done by Cheng et al. as the state of the art because 1) they apply their speculative push optimizations on top of the base invalidation protocol (unlike previous works that combine writeinvalidate / write-update protocols) and 2) target a more modern-day multisocket directory platform. Qualitatively, STAP offers three key advantages over the this scheme:
1. Ability to handle multiple read/write sharing patterns 2. Dynamic timing of pushes 3. ≈ 1/2 the required storage overhead Cheng et al. employ a simple detection logic scheme, a saturating read-write counter to detect if a shared block exhibits producer-consumer sharing. The use of a simple, yet conservative predictor misses other opportunities for optimization, e.g. blocks with multiple writers. The dynamic filtering of caches via the Stability-set table allows STAP to more easily predict the next writer than compared to other such simpler predictors. Second, they utilize eager timing (push immediately). As discussed in section 3.1, early pushing (analgous to early prefetching) increases the likelihood of negative performance effects (e.g. cache pollution). They augment each node with a corresponding remote-accesscache (RAC), the location to which data is speculativly pushed to. The use of this additional RAC structure to store the pushed data avoids the issue of unnecessarily polluting the L1/L2 caches, but requires additional significant overhead storage (up to 1 MB of on-chip storage). Third, the reliance of storing pushed data in this RAC structure means that they best their design can do is convert 3-hop miss into 2-hop miss, but are unable to capture the potential speedup of converting 2-3 hop misses to local hits. Figure 7 illustrates how STAP compares against their work over a MOESI baseline. For this comparison, we utilize a simpler network model that models hop-by-hop network traversal but abstracts out the detailed modeling within the switches, and disable prefetching to better ensure consistent baselines with previous work. We see that STAP outperforms their design by 8% on average. This due to STAP's ability to capture multiple sharing patterns instead of only Producer/Consumer, as well as to issuing the speculative requests in a more timely fashion. 
Comparison with other Predictors
In this section we compare STAP against a set of different predictors. Each of the predictors only optimize certain veriables:
• Producer/Consumer sharing only with dynamic timing • Migratory sharing only with dynamic timing • All sharing patterns with eager timing Figure 8 illustrates how STAP compares to these different predictors. The X-axis gives the benchmark name, and the Y-axis illustrates the performance speedup (higher is better). The results indicate that optimizing for a subset of sharing patterns and prediction types leads to less performance gain than otherwise achievable because it can only capture portions of the total opportunity.
STAP with Static Sharing Predictor
To evaluate the performance impact of using a set predictor that detects both unstable and stable sharing sets, we implement a staic-set predictor similar to the ones proposed by Martin et al. [28] and Bilir et al. [8] . In the stability-set table, each core has an associated threshold sharing-counter (SC), which must saturate prior to being considered as part of the predicted destinations. Each time a core requests a shared copy of a new block (TFR), it issues a control message Once entered into the stability-set, a predicted sharer is never removed, unless of course the entire table entry is replaced due to replacement policy. Thus, the static-predictor has a stronger train-up mechanism, but also a slower traindown method. For this predictor, we experiment with values of SC=1,3. Figure 9 illustrates the performance speedup of using the stable-predictor over the MOESI baseline. For some benchmarks, the static-predictor performs similarly to the dynamic-predictor (lu-contig, ocean-contig), while performs worse for others such as swaptions. More specifically, the use of different SC=1,3 values has significantly different results depending on the benchmark: SC=1 is much better than SC=3 for ocean-contig, but the opposite is true for barnes-med.
There are three key advantages that a dynamic predictor provides over a static predictor. First, the static-predictor performs suboptimally when there is low-sharing or when communicating sets periodically change. Due to the stronger train-up method, the static-predictor is less responsive to changes in communication behavior. As a result, the opportunity window for issuing timely requests decreases. Second, the slower train-down method allows cores to remain in the stability set for a time period (Textra) that exceeds the end of the communication phase. Thus, the timing analysis would continue to predict useless push requests during the Textra period. Third, dynamic predictors are better at filtering inactive nodes from the stability-sets so that STAP can more easily classify the sharing pattern as well as select which nodes to issue to. Static predictors can in part rely on the limited size of speculation tables in order to force the scheme to relearn any active sharing, but do so with the trade-off of losing sharing coverage. Thus, the use of a dynamic predictor enables STAP to more easily classify sharing patterns & active nodes and obtain better coverage.
Sensitivity and Accuracy Analysis
STAP's decisions depend on destination set correctness and accuracy of the timing predictions, which may vary based on table sizes, and parameters: κ (initial value) and r (number of allowable retries). However, our sensitivity experiments (not shown due to space constraints) indicate that aside from the stability-set table size most benchmarks real- ize similar performance behavior independent of the parameter values studied. Across all benchmarks, STAP's accuracy ranges between 65%-90% for the different push decisions.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a coherence protocol that identifies communication patterns to effectively predict various forms of data sharing, accurately predicts when and where the data will be needed, and then pushes that data from producers to consumers. Compared to previous sharer predictor/replication schemes, this work is broader in applicability, more effective at targeting scalability, and more general in supporting dynamic sharing patterns. STAP outperforms other stable-predictors that only target a subset of sharing patterns, indicating that piece-meal optimizations of sharing patterns and prediction types leads to less performance gain than otherwise achievable.
Furthermore, our design builds upon widely implemented invalidation protocols without requiring a clean design, invasive changes at the L1, or repeated modifications for future systems, providing hardware designers with a cost-effective solution for scaling shared-memory systems. Results show an average of 9% improvement in overall execution time for applications that demonstrate both stable and dynamicallychanging sharing patterns, at a cost of very little hardware overhead. We show that STAP integrates well with prefetching, and what needs to be done to minimize possible negative interactions. These findings suggest that push can be an important and well-integrated component of a broader solution to reduce exposed latency in cache-coherent shared-memory systems.
